Laboratory expansion to large-scale international HIV preventive vaccine trials.
The purpose of this article is to describe the requirements for clinical laboratories supporting large-scale multinational trials of prophylactic AIDS vaccine trials and review the progress made. There is an increasing need for laboratories in Africa, Asia and the Caribbean to support internationally initiated and funded clinical trials of preventive HIV vaccine candidates. A number of qualified laboratories are currently supporting AIDS vaccine trials in these regions, although there remains a need to develop capacity further. The standardization of all tests is key in order that data can be pooled and compared across multiple sites and products. Significant progress has been made towards this aim. The recent development of quality programmes including good clinical laboratory practices are key to ensuring data are reliable and meet the requirements of regulatory bodies. In addition, HIV diagnostic tests are being developed to distinguish true HIV infection from vaccine-induced antibodies. Significant advances have been made to develop laboratories capable of supporting multinational AIDS vaccine trials.